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 � LED Flashlights
 � Handheld, Corded Lamps
 � Battery Operated Lamps
 � Bench and Display Lamps
 � Fluorescence Analysis Cabinets
 � LED UV-A Replacement Bulbs
 � Digital Light Meters

SPECIALTY UV 
APPLICATIONS 
ULTRAVIOLET PRODUCTS

BEAUTY AND 
SKINCARE

CONSERVATION: 
ART, ANTIQUES, 

HOBBYISTS, 
COLLECTORS

AGRICULTURE/ 
RODENT  

CONTAMINATION  
DETECTION

GEM AND 
MINERAL 

INSPECTION

SANITARY 
INSPECTION 

AND 
SANITIZATION

CURING

LAB AND LIFE 
SCIENCES

FORENSICS
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SPECTROLINE® UV LIGHTS  
ARE USED EVERY DAY IN THE FOLLOWING FIELDS:

UV lamps are used daily to inspect guest rooms, 
restrooms, food preparation surfaces and 
equipment, fitness areas, pools, saunas and spas. 
UV light can also kill germs, and can be used to 
sanitize bathroom fixtures, food prep and health 
care areas, and to destroy germs on “disease 
transfer points” such as handrails, elevator 
buttons, office machines, door knobs, drinking 
fountains, telephones and exercise equipment.

SANITARY 
INSPECTION 

AND 
SANITIZATION

CURING

The process of UV curing is defined as the bonding 
of two materials when exposed to ultraviolet 
light. UV light slashes the time it takes to cure 
adhesives, coatings, inks, epoxies, resins, printed 
circuit boards, plastics, and other materials.

Spectronics Corporation, the parent company of the Spectroline® brand, has been developing innovative technologies that make 
the world better since 1955.  Our customers count on us for tools that are engineered with the highest standards for quality.  

Spectroline® brand ultraviolet products for specialty inspection are utilized in countless applications every year,  
trusted by industry experts around the globe.

Doctors and students alike use UV light for 
experiments and scientific research.  Many 
organic compounds, such as DNA, are fluorescent 
and this trait makes them easier to observe with 
UV light.  In fact, a Nobel-prize winning scientist 
used our equipment to do groundbreaking 
electrophoresis research that will benefit mankind 
as part of the Human Genome Project.

LAB AND LIFE 
SCIENCES

Countless crimes are solved with the help of 
ultraviolet and blue light technology.  Law 
enforcement officials, crime laboratories, and 
forensic professionals around the world rely 
on Spectroline® UV and blue light inspection 
products for a wide array of investigations. Such 
applications include fingerprint examination, 
analyzing bodily fluids, and arson investigation.

FORENSICS
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Ultraviolet light therapy can treat a variety of skin 
problems, such as Psoriasis, Eczema, Vitiligo (a 
loss of skin pigment that often appears as white 
blotches on the skin), persistent itching, and other 
problems. UV light therapy is usually offered at a 
medical clinic, but can also be found at beauty 
spas by licensed professionals.

BEAUTY AND 
SKINCARE

The fluorescence of gems and gemstones is a 
result of UV radiation absorbed by the impurities 
or structural flaws of the stones. Ultraviolet 
fluorescence is used by gemologists, jewelers 
and collectors to separate the artificial gemstones 
from the real, or in determining if the gemstone 
has been heat-treated.

GEM AND 
MINERAL 

INSPECTION

Ultraviolet light reacts differently with various 
types of materials, helping collectors can protect 
themselves against art fraud.  UV light can be 
used to detect repairs in art, furniture, and other 
collectibles, such as marble, ivory, porcelain and 
textiles. UV light can also detect the age of stone 
(marble will fluoresce as a vivid purple if it was 
recently carved, as opposed to a muddled white 
if is aged). 

CONSERVATION: 
ART, ANTIQUES, 

HOBBYISTS, 
COLLECTORS

UV light is a convenient testing method for 
detecting aflatoxin in food materials.  Aflatoxins 
are a family of toxins produced by certain fungi 
that are found on agricultural crops such as corn, 
peanuts, cottonseed, and tree nuts.  Additionally, 
UV light detects rodent contamination.  Rodent 
hair and urine both fluoresce under UV light.

AGRICULTURE/ 
RODENT  

CONTAMINATION  
DETECTION
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U V  T U B E  L A M P S

E-Series
HANDHELD, CORDED LAMPS*  
Compact, lightweight models provide ideal combinations 

of wavelengths, intensities, sizes and wattages. Available in 

single-wavelength (UV-A or UV-C) or dual-wavelength designs, 

including white light

Suggested Applications:

CONSERVATION GEM & MINERAL 
INSPECTION

 � Choice of 4-, 5- , 6- and 8-watt models*
 � Short wave UV-C lamps are ideal for RUVIS
 � Integrally filtered tubes or external filter assemblies
 � Durable, silver-anodized aluminum housings
 � Convenient carrying handles

AGRICULTURE/ 
RODENT  

CONTAMINATION  
DETECTION

*View all lamp versions and combinations online, or contact your sales representative.

EA-140

EA-140/12

Suggested Applications:

E/12 Series
PORTABLE, COMPACT, 
LIGHTWEIGHT MODELS*  
Compact, lightweight models provide ideal combinations of 

wavelengths, intensities, sizes and wattages

Suggested Applications:

CONSERVATION GEM & MINERAL 
INSPECTION

 � All lamps come standard with attached convenient 
carrying handle.

 � Rechargeable, battery-operated units with four-way 
power, each with a distinct mode of operation.

 � Choice of automatic or manual rechargers
AGRICULTURE/ 

RODENT  
CONTAMINATION  

DETECTION
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B-Series
BATTERY OPERATED  
HAND-HELD UV LAMPS* 
Portable enough to go anywhere, powerful enough to do 

most anything!

Suggested Applications:  � Provide up to eight continuous hours of operation
 � Hand-held models offer 4- and 6-watt single wavelength 

(UV-A or UV-C) versions
 � Short wave UV-C lamps are ideal for RUVIS
 � Integrally filtered BLB tubes or external filter assemblies
 � Rugged lamp housings
 � Standard B-Series lamps come with convenient wrist 

strip, powered by 5 “C” cell (1.5 volt) alkaline batteries 
(not included)

CONSERVATION GEM & MINERAL 
INSPECTION

SANITARY 
INSPECTION 

AND 
SANITIZATION

AGRICULTURE/ 
RODENT  

CONTAMINATION  
DETECTION

U V  T U B E  L A M P S

B-14N B-260

MiniMAX™ Series
BATTERY-OPERATED UV LAMPS*
Three times brighter than competitive UV inspection lamps! 

“AA” battery operation

Suggested Applications:

SANITARY 
INSPECTION 

AND 
SANITIZATION

CONSERVATION GEM & MINERAL 
INSPECTION

UV-5A
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U V  T U B E  L A M P S

*View all lamp versions and combinations online, or contact your sales representative.

X-Series
BENCH AND DISPLAY LAMPS*
For applications where high-intensity, wide-area UV 

coverage is required. Constructed of rugged metal with 

sturdy mounting brackets, these units are available in 

various combinations of long, medium and/or short wave 

UV.  Ideal for numerous applications requiring a darkened 

environment.

Suggested Applications:

CONSERVATION

 � Choice of 15-watt, 30-watt and 40-watt models
 � Available in all UV wavelengths (LW, MW and SW) as well as germicidal lamps
 � Filtered UV-A and unfiltered UV tubes
 � Offered with or without filter assemblies
 � 15-watt models with anodized aluminum housing
 � 30- and 40-watt models with enameled sheet metal housing
 � Outfitted with sturdy metal brackets for easy overhead mounting

XX-15NF

XX-40

X-30G

Q-Series 
UV MAGNIFIER LAMPS* 
The Q-Series offers various lamp combinations of long wave UV, short 

wave UV and white light, giving you the ability to select a unit that’s ideal 

for your specific application.  Q-Series is approved by the FDA to treat 

certain conditions.

Suggested Applications:

CONSERVATION BEAUTY & 
SKINCARE

 � Extra-lightweight ballast and housing design for 
fatigue-free use

 � Rugged phenolic handle attached 
 � Short wave UV tubes is equipped with our unique 

LONG LIFE™ filter glass
 � Full line of accessories 

Q-12
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CM-Series

CC- and CL-Series

CX-20 Work Station

LIGHTWEIGHT, PORTABLE VIEWING 
DARKROOMS ARE EASILY TRANSPORTED

LARGER UV VIEWING DARKROOMS 
FOR USE WITH LARGER SAMPLES

DESIGNED FOR PEAK EFFICIENCY  
This high-intensity UV viewing cabinet guarantees maximum  
ultraviolet irradiance and fluorescent contrast.  

 � Lightweight, portable viewing darkroom is easily transported
 � Felt curtain provides easy access to cabinet interior while blocking 

out external light

 � Modular design allows for adaptation of interchangeable 
Spectroline UV lamps 

 � Complete with an internal 25-watt white light bulb
 � Specially designed port allows for safety viewing eyepiece or the 

substitution of a camera adapter for photography

 � Specially designed for 20 x 20 cm gels and TLC plates 
 � Removable bottom panel so it can be easily placed over large objects 

or to provide greater illumination
 � Unit is equipped with individual long wave and short wave UV tubes, 

including an internal white light bulb

Spectroline® workstations utilize darkroom cabinets for convenient viewing, analyzing or photographing of fluorescent 
samples with both epi-illumination and trans-illumination light sources. Our full range of cabinets provides different 
working sample sizes, options for UV lamps and is useful for numerous applications.

F L U O R E S C E N C E  A N A LY S I S  C A B I N E T S

LAB AND LIFE 
SCIENCES

LAB AND LIFE 
SCIENCES

LAB AND LIFE 
SCIENCES

Suggested Applications:

Suggested Applications:

Suggested Applications:

CX-20

CL-150

CC-80

CM-10MPXX-15NF

XX-40

X-30G
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MAXIMA™

ULTRA-HIGH INTENSITY  
MICRO DISCHARGE LAMP  
Nominal steady-state intensity of 80,000 μW/cm2 at  
6 inches (15 cm). Integral 35 watt Micro Discharge Light  
(MDL) spot bulb with coated reflector assembly.

Suggested Applications:  � Lightweight, solid-state ballast offers  
“instant-on”/off/restrike. Eliminates warm up time

 � 2,000-hour rated bulb life
 � Impact-resistant lamp head and housing constructed of tough engineering polymer
 � Comes standard with 8 foot (2.4 m) primary and secondary cords. 
 � Includes clear filter and UV-absorbing spectacles

CURING

ML-3500C

U V  C R O S S L I N K E R S

U LT R A - H I G H  I N T E N S I T Y, 
U V- A ,  H A N D H E L D  L A M P

Spectrolinker™ Series
Monitor UV radiation and self-adjust to variations in UV intensity.

 � Rugged, anodized aluminum housing
 � Long lasting anodized aluminum chamber prevents rusting
 � Available in SW, MW and LW wavelengths
 � Available in Two Sizes: Standard XL-1000 Series, and Large 

XL-1500 Series

All Spectroline UV crosslinkers feature a microprocessor and unique 
UV monitoring circuitry to enable users to get error-free results 
with speed, accuracy and safety. These units are built specifically 
to eliminate time-consuming adjustments, unnecessary repetitive 
programming and unwarranted risk of sample damage.

LAB AND LIFE 
SCIENCES

Suggested Applications: XL-1500

XL-1000
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POWERFUL, RECHARGEABLE, 
HIGH-INTENSITY LED UV-A 
INSPECTION LAMP  
Featuring state-of-the-art, ultra-hi-flux LED technology. 
Uses a rechargeable NiMH battery. Provides 90 minutes of 
continuous inspection between charges.

OPTIMAX™ 365*   

OPX-365 

OLX-365 

Suggested Applications:

Suggested Applications:

 � Nominal steady-state UV-A intensity of 18,000 μW/cm2  

at 15 in (38 cm)

 � Electronic Intensity Stabilizer assures consistent performance. 

Beam strength will not weaken between charges.

 � Instant-on operation.

 � Ergonomic, portable and rugged. Anodized aluminum lamp 

body minimizes corrosion and stands up to years of heavy use.

CONSERVATION

CONSERVATION

CURING

CURING

*Model OPX-365C also available for curing applications. Nominal 
Steady-State UV-A Intensity: 6” (15 cm)—60,000 μW/cm2

AGRICULTURE/ 
RODENT  

CONTAMINATION  
DETECTION

AGRICULTURE/ 
RODENT  

CONTAMINATION  
DETECTION

SUPER COMPACT, CORDLESS 
LED UV-A LIGHT SOURCE!  
Series of inspection flashlights featuring a UV-A (365 nm) 
LED light source coupled with a rugged anodized lamp 
body.  Powered by a rechargeable lithium-ion battery.

OPTI-LUX™ 365

 � Choice of 10,000 or 4,500 μW/cm2 nominal steady-state 

UV-A intensity at 15 in (38 cm)

 � Cost effective

 � Light weight & compact, rugged body resistant to corrosion 

 � Conveniently located on/off switch for easy, one-handed 

operation

*Model OLX-365C also available for curing applications. Nominal 
Steady-State UV-A Intensity: 6” (15 cm)—22,000 μW/cm2

U V- A  L E D  F L A S H L I G H T S
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uVision™ 365

QUADRAN™ 365 S-Series

IP 65 RATED, COMPACT, FANLESS  
UV-A LED LAMP
The uVision™ 365 Series is Spectroline’s innovative line of compact, broad-
beam NDT handheld lamps.  These lightweight yet rugged lamps boast an 
IP65 rating – they are dust-tight and water resistant.  

Using a state-of-the-art heat sink design, the uVision™ is mechanically cooled 
without the need for a fan.  In addition to three powerful UV-A (365 nm) LEDs, 
it has a convenient white light LED for illuminating work areas.  

POWERFUL NDT LED UV-A  
INSPECTION LAMP
QUADRAN™ 365 S-Series lamps are versatile,  broad-beam NDT inspection lamps 
that are handheld, or can be easily mounted in place for stationary in-line inspections.  

These lamps feature four powerful UV-A (365 nm) LEDs plus a convenient white light 
LED to quickly switch between fluorescent inspection and flaw location. For increased 
flexibility, a unique dual, high/low white light output control. 

 � For fluorescent inspection in any indoor / outdoor environment
 � White light LED for illumination
 � Easy grip-mounted control, three-way rocker switch (white light/off/UV)
 � High-intensity to scan large areas

 � Long-lasting UV-A lenses, reduce the rate of solarization
 � White light LED for illumination
 � Easy grip-mounted control, three-way rocker switch (white light/off/UV)
 � Ultra high intensity to scan large areas
 � Faceplate with Integral UV-A pass filters, reduce visible wavelengths
 � Rubber Bumper with Borofloat® glass lens protects LEDs from damage
 � In-Line Inspection, lamp handle pin receptacle allows for easy mounting 

attachments.

U V- A  L E D  H A N D H E L D  L A M P S

UV-365EH

QDR-365A

Suggested Applications:

Suggested Applications:

FLUORESCENT 
DETECTION

FLUORESCENT 
DETECTION
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U V- A  L E D  R E P L A C E M E N T  B U L B S

LED UV-A REPLACEMENT BULBS 
Convert your mercury vapor HID lamp to modern LED 

technology. Use with Spectroline® HID lamps instead of 

mercury vapor bulbs!

VIVID™   

EagleEye™ 365
LED UV-A/WHITE LIGHT HANDS-FREE 
INSPECTION LAMP
The EagleEye™ 365 Kit features the rechargeable, cool-running EagleEye™ 365 
inspection headlamp. It is engineered with two high-quality UV-A (365 nm) LEDs for 
inspection, plus three white LEDs for general illumination. 

An adjustable strap allows the lamp to be worn on a hard hat or directly on the head. 
A unique lamp mount/sprayer attachment permits the lamp and a spray can to be 
used together for convenient, single-handed fluorescent yoke inspection. 

 � For fluorescent inspection in any indoor / outdoor environment
 � White light LED for illumination
 � Easy grip-mounted control, three-way rocker switch (white light/off/UV)
 � High-intensity to scan large areas

 � Long-lasting UV-A lenses, reduce the rate of solarization
 � White light LED for illumination
 � LED lamp with head strap. Option for hands-free operation.

 � Instant-on operation, no wait time to reach full intensity
 � Fewer bulb changes
 � Safer, over 50% cooler than HID bulbs
 � Less environmental waste with fewer bulbs and energy efficient

U V- A  L E D  H E A D L A M P S

EK-365

BLE-LED-100

Suggested Applications:

Suggested Applications:

FLUORESCENT 
DETECTION

FLUORESCENT 
DETECTION
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PART NUMBER
(Lamp Head Color)

LED
Light  

Output

Dominant
Wavelength (nm)  

or Color 
Temperature

at 25˚ C

Bandwidth
Typical  
Output

at 700 mA

Contrast  
Filters
Used

Application
(Typical Inspection Samples)

OF-365AUV*
(Black)

UV 365 360-370 310 mW  UV-Absorbing  
Spectacles

Natural and UV Fluorescent Dyes and Powders, Bite Marks, 
Bruising, Pattern Wounds, Rare Document/Stamp/Artwork 
Examination

OF-410AV
(Violet)

Violet 410 400-410 400 mW Yellow 
(as Needed)

Untreated Blood Absorption — Detection of Blood Against 
Dark Background

OF-450AB*
(Blue)

Blue 450 440-460 480 mW Yellow 
or Orange

Biological Stains on White Background, Basic Yellow, Bone, 
Blood, and other Trace Bodily Fluids, Cyanoacrylate

OF-500AC 
(Cyan)

Cyan 500 490-510 100 lumens Orange Rhodamine 6G, DFO, or Indanedione Latent Fingerprints

OF-525AG
(Green)

Green 525 520-550 100 lumens Orange 
or Red

Enhanced Ninhydrin-Treated Samples with Background 
Reduction, Fibers

OF-590AA
(Gold)

Amber 590 585-597 75 lumens Red Fluorescent Background on Sample Contrast

OF-630AR
(Red)

Red 630 620-645 100 lumens N/A Hair, Questionable Documents

OF-300AW*
(Silver)

White 650 450-1,000 100 lumens N/A General Field Illumination and Inspection

OPTIMAX™ MULTI-LITE™

MULTI-LED INSPECTION KIT WITH  
8 DISCRETE WAVELENGTHS
Features a cordless, rugged, black-anodized aluminum flashlight 
body and eight Qwik-Connect™ interchangeable LED heads 
with internal dome lens. A full spectrum light source, it provides 
single-wavelength illumination in UV-A, violet, blue, cyan, green, 
amber, red and white light. 

Ideal for crime-scene investigation, gathering potential evidence 
and forensic laboratory work.

 � Super-bright visible LED optical output and ultra-high intensity 
UV-A LED performance

 � Each LED head features an internal dome lens to ensure uniform 
light, making it ideal for forensic photography.

 � Electronic Intensity Stabilizer ensures consistent performance. 
LEDs maintain high intensity between charges

 � Red/green battery-strength indicator light signals when fresh 
charge is required

 � Powered by rechargeable NiMH battery. Provides 90 minutes 
of continuous inspection between charges (smart AC and DC 
chargers included). 

 � Kit includes four pairs of spectacles (UV-absorbing, yellow, orange 
and red contrasting) and a padded carrying case

M U LT I - C O L O R  L E D  F L A S H L I G H T S

OFK-8000A

Suggested Applications:

FORENSICS
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OPTIMAX™ 450
SUPER-POWERFUL, PORTABLE,  
BLUE LIGHT SOURCE
Features the rechargeable, OPTIMAX™ 450 high-intensity Blue Light 
(450 nm) LED flashlight. LED head features an internal dome lens to 
ensure uniformity of light source. Ideal for forensic photography.

 � Super-high intensity, blue light (450 nm) LED
 � Corrosion-resistant, black-anodized aluminum body stands up to heavy use 

in the field or laboratory
 � Internal dome lens ensures uniformity of light. Ideal for forensic photography.
 � Electronic Intensity Stabilizer ensures consistent performance. Beam strength 

will not weaken between charges.
 � Red/green battery strength indicator signals when a fresh charge is required
 � Includes orange contrasting spectacles, belt holder, and padded carrying 

case

TRITAN™ 450
POWERFUL, MULTI-LED, BROAD-BEAM 
BLUE LIGHT LED FOR CRIME SCENE 
INVESTIGATION
Features three high-intensity, blue light (450 nm) LEDs in a broad-beam 
configuration. The lamp provides a wide coverage area and greater uniformity than 
conventional blue light inspection lamps. Ideal for crime-scene investigation and 
gathering potential evidence out in the field.

 � Rubber bumper with Borofloat® glass lens protects LEDs from damage
 � Instant-on operation allows lamp to reach full intensity immediately
 � Grip-mounted, on/off rocker switch for easy control of light source
 � Rugged, ergonomic angled lamp body provides safe, fatigue-free 

handling
 � Built-in fans keep LEDs cool to maintain optimum light output during 

extended use
 � Heavy-duty 8 foot (2.4 m) AC power cord
 � Includes orange contrasting spectacles and soft carrying case

B L U E  L E D  L A M P S

OFK-450A

TRF-450B

Suggested Applications:

Suggested Applications:

FORENSICS

FORENSICS
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P E N C I L  L A M P S

Suggested Applications:

UV Pencil Lamps

Eyewear & Face Shields

MINIATURE UV QUARTZ PENCIL LAMPS* 
Small, low-pressure, mercury-vapor discharge lamps made of double-bore 

material with both electrodes at one end. Three versions available.

Exposure to ultraviolet light can damage the eyes and skin.  

Protect against harmful UV rays with glasses or face-wear.

 � Miniature size and light weight make these lamps ideal for a 
wide variety of applications

 � Rated life of 5,000 hours
 � Fused-quartz envelope has excellent ultraviolet transmission
 � Double-bore construction has both electrodes at one end
 � Cool burning for use in instrumentation

 � Designed for long wearing comfort and to protect the user against most ultraviolet light sources
 � Improves contrast between the fluorescent area and the background by eliminating the “blue haze” interference
 � UVS-30 spectacles, generally recommended for sporadic, lower intensity UV sources fit easily over eyeglasses
 � UVG-50 goggles and UVF-80 face shield, for maximum protection from extended or high intensity UV exposure, 

adjusts to fit the face
 � Goggles and face shield meet ANSI specifications and OSHA standards

11SC-1

UVS-30

UVG-50

UVF-80

CONSERVATION

*View all lamp versions and combinations online, or contact your sales representative.

U V  P R O T E C T I V E  W E A R
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AccuMAX™

ADVANCED DIGITAL  
RADIOMETER/PHOTOMETER
The most advanced, microprocessor-controlled readout 

system. The AccuMAX™ XRP-3000 is compact, lightweight, 

and battery-operated for convenient use in the factory, 

field, or any other location where measurements need to be 

taken. Measures both ultraviolet and visible light. 

 � Microprocessor-controlled readout unit with dual-wavelength sensor detector
 � Superior bandpass interference filter
 � Choice of direct or USB connection between sensor detector and readout unit
 � Excellent cosine response
 � Sealed sensor housing and USB connection with water-resistant adapter

UV-A
LIGHT

VISIBLE
LIGHT

DM-365XA
DIGITAL UV-A RADIOMETER 
Provides a high level of accuracy for repeatable results.

 � Measures UV-A light sources with overall accuracy of ± 5% 
 � Auto-zeroing, excellent linearity and cosine response, solid-state design, 

compact, durable, simple operation, battery-level indicator
 � Sealed silicone photodiode protects against shock and humidity
 � Sensor housing is constructed with series of baffles and unique self-sealing 

mechanism to eliminate light leakage
 � Compact, lightweight and battery operated so measurements can be taken 

anywhere

R A D I O M E T E R S

XRP-3000

DM-365XA

Suggested Applications:

Suggested Applications:

LIGHT MEASUREMENT

LIGHT MEASUREMENT
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COMPANY BACKGROUND 
Since 1955, Spectronics Corporation has 
been the industry leader of inventing 
and manufacturing fluorescent dyes and 
materials. More than six decades since its 
inception, the goal of Spectronics is still the 
same — to produce effective, top-quality 
products that are on the cutting edge 
of today’s technology with the utmost 
dedication to customer satisfaction.
 

PRODUCT/CUSTOMER SUPPORT & TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
Product literature, instructions and a full staff of trained customer service representatives and technical service  
engineers are available for support. Additional product information and support are available on our website.

AUTHORIZED 
DISTRIBUTORS 

LOCAL SALES 
REPRESENTATIVES

TECHNICAL 
ASSISTANCE

ORDER 
INFORMATION

GET SUPPORT:  
CustomerService@Spectroline.com

or call (516) 333-4840

SEE MORE: 
Scan QR Code

PLACE AN ORDER:  
Orders@Spectroline.com

Warranty
All equipment is warranted against defects in manufacture.  Spectronics Corporation’s obligation under this warranty is limited to repairing or replacing, at the 
option of Spectronics Corporation, any part(s) of the product which, if properly installed, used and maintained, proves upon factory examination to have been 
defective in materials or workmanship within 12 months from the date of delivery to the customer, including LEDs. 
This warranty does not apply to any component which (1) is normally consumed in operation or (2) has a normal life inherently shorter than the warranty 
stated.  For example, bulbs, filters and rechargeable batteries are warranted for 30 days; the 100S/M-PQL bulb is warrantied for 90 days. In addition, Spectronics 
Corporation does not warrant any instrument that has been subjected to misuse, negligence or accident, or has been repaired or altered by anyone other than 
Spectronics Corporation.
This warranty is in place of all other warranties of quality. There are no other warranties either oral, written, express, implied or statutory.  IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE AND MERCHANTABILITY ARE EXCLUDED.  This warranty and your remedies thereunder are solely as stated in this form.  In no event shall 
Spectronics Corporation be liable for special, indirect, incidental or consequential damages, nor for any damages arising out of delay in shipment or production.


